TRIP RECAP

PULSAR EXPERIENCE

With an all access pass to go behind the scenes of one of the best thermal optics companies in the world, paired with some of the finest nighttime thermal hog hunting in North Texas, this was already an experience of a lifetime. Add in a newly built lodge from Three Curl Outfitters and
great comradery amongst the group and we simply made memories that will last a lifetime.
We ventured down to the Fort Worth stockyards to the famous Cattleman’s steakhouse for a world class steak dinner that didn’t disappoint.
The following day, we arrived at the Pulsar/Sellmark facility in Mansfield, TX for a private tour behind the scenes of the facility. Guests received
a new Pulsar Thermion XP50 thermal imaging rifle scope to accompany their rifles for the upcoming nights of hog hunting. Traveling on to the
newly built lodge at Three Curl Outfitters, we were greeted by the lodge owner and guides for a quick lunch before we mounted the scopes and
hit the range. The Pulsar staff along with the guides worked one on one with guests for sighting in and preparing for the nights hunt. Following
the evening dinner, we loaded up in the “Pig Rig’s” and hit the roads to cover tens of thousands of acres searching for the wild pigs that roam
North Texas. The experienced guides knew the lay of the land like the back of their hand which showed in their confidence and overall success
for their groups.
The lodge was every outdoorsman’s favorite playground. Unlimited clay pigeon shooting and a 700+ yard rifle range kept guests occupied
throughout the day as Pulsar representatives shared their knowledge with the group. After a night of pig hunting, a fully stocked bar provided
guests with unlimited cocktails that carried conversation from the hunts to the early hours of the morning.
When we gathered as a group during the last night after the pig hunt, it was clear no one wanted to go home. Despite our plan to depart the
lodge to catch flights early the next morning, it didn’t seem to change the fact that most guests wanted to stay up all night soaking in the experience and comradery of the group as they didn’t want to leave.
A group of mostly strangers, brought together with like-minded people all under the same experience left as all great friends. A sense of “normal” was felt after finally being able to go on this trip after a year of uncertainty and trip cancelations, and guests took full advantage of it! If you
want an all access pass to go behind the scenes of one of the best thermal optic companies in the world while staying at a world class lodge in
Texas, this is the trip for you . . . See you in camp.
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